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introduction
In 2019, The First Peoples’ Cultural Council’s (FPCC’s) Heritage Program received funding from Indigenous 
Services Canada (ISC) to promote the revitalization of Indigenous cultural heritage (ICH) in communities in 
British Columbia (B.C.) through the Sense of Place (SOP) Grant. In exploring the relationship between ICH and 
the land, FPCC asked: 

How can Indigenous knowledge and traditions be used to think about adaptation strategies to the changes on 
the land and to build community resiliency and resurgence into the future?

Through this first of its kind program in Canada, 14 diverse community-led projects in B.C. were supported 
through the FPCC’s SOP Grant over two years to provide answers to this question. As an extension of the 
spirit of the SOP Grant, the Sense of Place Symposium was an opportunity to share the processes, challenges, 
outcomes and lessons learned from these projects and to establish future networking and knowledge sharing 
opportunities.

The symposium was hosted by FPCC over three days, from November 24 to 26, and was facilitated by Alderhill 
Planning, Inc. It was postponed a number of times due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic also resulted 
in shifts to grant recipients’ project goals and approaches in order to adhere to health and safety guidelines. 
Despite these challenges, each group accomplished amazing work. 

At the symposium, representatives from 13 of the 14 project teams came together virtually to speak about their 
processes. This report provides a summary of each group’s presentation to give a broad picture of the diverse 
accomplishments of these communities in addressing how 
Indigenous knowledge systems can be applied to planning for 
community resiliency and for the well-being of people and the 
land into the future. 

While projects presented at the symposium were diverse in 
their geographies, approaches, project teams and results, 
they all shared a powerful spirit of revitalization, empowerment 
and strengthening Indigenous identity. Each project targeted 
certain aspects of cultural heritage, like traditional skill-building, 
Indigenous legal traditions and/or protocols, caretaking land, 
gathering and managing data, revitalizing place names and 
language, or building relationships. In every case, there was a 
connection to the land. 

As this report shows, the projects had significant impacts on 
participants and communities. Project outcomes included the 
creation of training, mentorship opportunities and employment, 
an invigorated sense of identity and community, increased 
connections to land, increased stewardship, increased health 
and wellness, and increased cultural heritage management 
capacity. This report expands on each project one by one to 
explore their processes and impacts.

about the  
first peoples’ cultural council
FPCC was established as a Crown corporation in 1990 with 
a mandate to provide leadership for the revitalization of 
Indigenous languages, cultures, arts and heritage in B.C. FPCC 
is an Indigenous-led organization, and input from Indigenous 
communities is used to guide its policies and practices through 
the Board of Directors and Advisory Committee, peer review 
committees, community engagement, and focus groups.  

FPCC’s role is to act as an advocate and technical expert for the 
revitalization of Indigenous languages, arts and cultural heritage. 
FPCC conducts research and monitoring, develops models 
based on best practices, distributes funding and resources to 
communities, provides training and skills development, and 
supports the implementation of successful approaches. FPCC 
also cultivates partnerships with funders and governments to 
increase funding for communities and develops strategies and 
policy recommendations that promote the revitalization of 
Indigenous languages, arts and cultural heritage. 

Heritage has always been a central part of FPCC’s mandate. 
FPCC was formed to administer the First Peoples’ Heritage, 
Language and Culture Program, which is supported by the First 
Peoples’ Heritage, Language and Culture Act (FPHLC Act). As 
stated in the FPHLC Act, FPCC’s legislated mandate includes the 
responsibility to “protect, revitalize and enhance First Nations 
heritage, language, culture and arts.” Despite this clear mandate 
to support ICH, the FPCC only received dedicated funding for 
ICH in 2018. 

The FPCC Heritage Program has achieved remarkable 
accomplishments in the effort to support ICH stewardship 
in B.C., including through various grant streams, cultural 
heritage management tools and resources, policy and research 
development, advocacy, education, training, and capacity 
building. Since its inception in 2018, the Heritage Program has 
administered 11 grant programs and supported 18 pilot projects 
with a focus on cultural heritage infrastructure, recording oral 
histories, land-based ICH stewardship, climate change and 
ICH, place-naming, research and strategic planning, and 
the application of innovative technologies such as virtual/
augmented reality.  

Photo:  
Heiltsuk Integrated Resource Management Department/Central Coast Archaeology
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sense of place symposium – project summaries  
 
penelakut tribe | story trails
Presented by: Mar Kalbfleisch

The Project was proposed to Penelakut Band Manager Josh James by Community Health Project Builder, Riley 
McIntosh, and was spearheaded by Elders Augie Sylvester and the late Laura Sylvester, and Mar Kalbfleisch, 
the Special Education Coordinator for Penelakut Elementary School in the Penelakut First Nation. Students at 
the school participated in a trail-building and cultural heritage education project alongside their teachers and 
with support from community Elders and Knowledge Keepers. Traditional landowners supported the project by 
sharing their land for the development of the trail network.

The project brought students together to build 2.2 kilometres of new trails on Penelakut Island reserve land. 
The first trail to be built was named Spaal ‘i’ Skwitth’uts Shelh, which means “Raven and Stellar’s Jay Trail,” a 
name chosen by the students. Students were encouraged to become “champions” for their community through 
education about taking care of the land, sustainable development, land management and planning. Ten 
educational workshops were held on the trails on topics ranging from bike repair training to duck plucking, deer 
processing, Hul’q’umi’num classes and storytelling. 

Prior to the pandemic, students had the opportunity to interview Elders about topics related to land 
management and Penelakut ways of being and make paintings of each Elder. Once health restrictions are 
lifted, the team intends to host an opening ceremony for the trails and a “People of Penelakut Art Show” in the 
trails to bring the community together to celebrate the children’s work. Other project milestones included the 
construction of two totem poles at the trail system entrance and the posting of Hul’q’umi’num trail signage to 
direct people through the trail system. 

By spending several days working on their land with a common goal and guided by cultural practices, the youth 
and community strengthened their ties to their land and cultural heritage. Youth were empowered to have a 
sense of pride in their community and to see their reserve lands as a place for positive land-based projects. By 
experiencing the natural environment under the guidance of Elders and following protocols, students gained a 
sense of place on their land, built healthy habits, connected to nature, connected to their cultural roots, had fun 
and created a story together, strengthening their resilience and resurgence. 

With increased trail use and new trails, more stories grow as community members are actively involved in 
bringing their own version of joy and well-being on the land into the future. The students now have a place to go 
where they feel safe and familiar—they can ride their bikes or take their families or go to one of the healing circles 
on the trails—and can engage in practices that foster a sense of place and pride in their Penelakut identity. The 
project continues to grow as more trails and programs are developed, with students continuing to be involved 
in building the trail network amidst plans for more classroom learning to be informed by outdoor educational 
experiences.

tk’emlúps te secwe̓pemc |  
community knowledge keeper project  
Presented by: Leslie Lebourdais

The Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc (TteS) Natural Resources Department hosted a Community Knowledge Keeper 
(CKK) database training for a CKK data technician, field technicians, Knowledge Keepers, language speakers 
and Secwépemc Museum staff. The group then engaged in dialogue relating to the integration of Traditional 
and Western knowledge and land-use planning through the Natural Resources Department. Ultimately, the CKK 
database serves as a tool for participants and community members to fulfil their duties as stewards within their 
ancestral lands.

The CKK database is a tool that allows information to be used in land-use planning and decision-making on 
rights and title. The project team integrated cultural heritage field data into the database to allow potential 
impacts to the land to be flagged, understood and articulated. The CKK houses multiple datasets based on TteS 
values. The software does an overlay to provide a list of potential impacts based on information housed in the 
system as well as supporting documentation for land-based management decision making. For example, it will 
notify the user if a potential impact is:

• In close proximity to known archaeological sites

• Near traditional trails

• Within a trapline

• Of archaeological potential

• Intersecting traditional use sites

The database then connects the 
user to a portal showing potential 
developments on the territory. 
The program is constantly under 
development, which allows 
employees in the Natural Resources 
Department to record information 
on traditional use and harvesting 
areas that Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc 
membership actively use, including information about the condition and locations of harvestable plants and 
medicines. This project and the CKK database allow the various departments working under the Tk’emlúps 
te Secwépemc government to leverage their existing programs using data to inform targeted and effective 
monitoring strategies and decision-making. 

The impact of this work is to provide the Nation with a tool that combines Traditional Knowledge with Western 
science to counter the system that takes silence as consent. As Leslie said, this puts them in the driver’s seat in 
assessing development on their land. They have the information available to be able to easily understand the 
impacts of developments on cultural heritage. In this way, they are protecting the territory by offering both an 
understanding of current and potential developments, as well as a list of culturally or environmentally significant 
data points that the Nations can use to advocate for the protection of sites. The need for additional capacity 
to sustain the system was evident throughout this project, and there is a desire to build technical capacity in 
Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc and other Indigenous communities.
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fort nelson first nation | living laws camp
Presented by: Lana Lowe

The Living Laws Camp was an on-the-land, four-day camp hosted by Fort Nelson First Nation (FNFN), which 
signed Treaty 8 in 1910 and is a part of the Dene Nation. The project was led by their Lands Director, Lana Lowe, 
who worked alongside department staff. Participants included community members, Elders, hunters, teachers, 
students and people from the neighbouring Dene and Cree Nations. Some of the participants came from as 
far away as Dane-zaa in northern Alberta and Acho Dene Koe in the Northwest Territories. The Indigenous Law 
Research Unit from the University of Victoria helped facilitate sessions and record stories.

The goal of the four-day camp was to connect the community to their territory and Indigenous legal traditions 
by affirming laws through stories. The camp hosted conversations, questions and discussions around traditional 
food sources, protocols and ways to revitalize laws in a modern context. Local teachers and storytellers shared 
knowledge and participants explored stories as a basis for environmental decision-making. 

To prepare for the camp, the project team collated around 40 Dene and Cree stories from libraries and archives 
that had been collected by anthropologists, traders, explorers and priests—which in itself was a complicated 
topic of discussion as the community reconnected with their laws and traditions through this settler lens. 

The event was hosted at Snake River Cultural Camp. During the camp, moose and caribou were important 
topics of discussion, due to the cultural significance of both species. Prior to the camp, youth helped a hunter 
provide a moose, which was used as a teaching tool and celebrated throughout the four days. The project team 
made a video summarizing the event to share the experience with those unable to attend. Being able to gather 
on the land during the storytelling had a powerful, positive effect on the group throughout the entire process of 
coming together. As Lana said, 

“Talking in the tent, taking a break by the river, going out and standing by the fire, learning how to cook a 
moose nose, going out and getting the moose—it all adds richness and brings people together more than any 
boardroom…Conversations that happen in boardrooms are unhealthy—stuff comes up that gets parked when 
you’re on the land because people just chill a little more when they’re out there.”

This work is ongoing, and the project team wants to continue these conversations with the broader community 
of FNFN, following the belief that “Our people deserve to be part of conversations that affect the way we live.” 
Lana explained that there is a need to continue to strengthen the connection to land by hosting future events 
outside, because it adds richness to the experience and conversation. 

gitxaała nation | heritage site research and 
documentation project
Presented by: Caroline Butler

This project was a collaboration between the Gitxaała Fisheries Program and Gitxaała Environmental 
Monitoring. It brought fishers, Knowledge Keepers, Elders and community members together to identify 
culturally important areas in need of large vessel management plans, oil spill response planning, climate change, 
heritage protection and cumulative effects monitoring and to document information about these sites.

The project prioritized 44 of the 200 areas of concern (AOCs) in Gitxaała territory, which are areas of social, 
cultural, ecological or commercial value that are particularly sensitive to pollution. By linking the AOCs to 
heritage values that have been identified in other processes, the team hoped to document protection and 
enhancement measures for these sites and to develop a repository of baseline data that could be used in 
place of repetitive community engagement. Focus groups were hosted where participants labelled AOCs on 
maps with stickers, which were then transferred to GIS mapping software. The AOCs were then prioritized 
for documentation of cultural, ecological and economic values, threats, and mitigation measures. This data 
was used to create site templates with English and Sm’algyax names, AOC numbers, and other conservation 
information. This tool can now be used to inform land-based governance and decision-making.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the final focus groups and fieldwork could not be fully completed. The project 
team instead conducted archival research on Gitxaała sites, including a review of the Adaawx (stories), and 
hundreds of narratives collected in the early twentieth century. This historical research enhanced the information 
available for each site in a different way to the field trips that were originally planned.  

This project eased the future engagement burden on Elders and Knowledge Keepers by asking many of the 
relevant questions at once, creating baseline data that could be supplemented by future targeted engagement 
and research. The project supported the development of geographic response strategies—details and technical 
guidance—to protect cultural heritage values in any particular site. It supported ongoing work to identify and 
document heritage sites and protected areas. It also contributed to the identification of vessel management 
measures such as buffer areas and no-wake zones. Through cumulative effects monitoring and research, the 
team is tracing the impacts of industrial development and climate change. The project advanced ongoing 
placename mapping and documentation of oral histories. All of this information helps the Gitxaała Nation 
protect and advocate for its territories without sacrificing time spent on the land and water.

There is much more work to be done to continue this project. There is a desire to bring Elders onto the land 
and sea and to get more youth involved in this work to promote knowledge transfer between generations. 
As Caroline explained, “the burden on communities never ends to document values and rights”.  The Sense 
of Place Grant supported the Gitxaała government agencies to document these values in an integrated and 
efficient manner that respects Gitxaała protocols.



Heiltsuk Integrated Resource Management Department/Central Coast Archaeology Above: Nuyumbalees Cultural Centre

Above: Penelakut Tribe / Below: Fort Nelson First Nation

Above: First Nelson First Nation / Below: Samahquam First Nation

Nanaimo Aboriginal Centre

Nanaimo Aboriginal Centre
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syilx okanagan nation | voice mapping project
Presented by: Kathy Holland

The project team was made up of three staff, a Syilx Elder/language speaker, and an independent contractor. 
The project was centred on revitalizing the Syilx connection to land by reinforcing the power of language in 
traditional use species (TUS), place names, and stories (captikwɬ) — as tools for resource management and 
decision-making. Project components included:

• A captikwɬ (oral history) stories database;

• Voice maps — videos, maps, photos, and transcripts from Elder-Youth field tours;

• TUS database – nsyilxcen audio recordings and spellings of plants and animals; and

• ArcGIS StoryMaps — an online database of plants, animals, and place names with nsyilxcen language.

 
Through these tasks, the team sought to: 

1. Learn about Syilx laws and protocols, place names and Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) from captikwɬ  
 and land-based teachings;

2. Produce audio recordings of nsyilxcen terms for TUS and place names;

3. Apply the information to natural resource management strategies; and

4. Add the resources to an interactive website that community members can access as a language learning tool.

 
The project brought forward 43 new audio recordings with spellings of nsyilxcen TUS, bringing the total TUS 
database to 144 species that are relevant to Syilx territory and provide Syilx knowledge. Reviews of 162 captikwɬ 
were completed; 51 of the stories provide TEK relevant to natural resource management. Four Captikwɬ 
discussion groups were recorded as new resources for cultural learning. In addition, one TEK session brought 
10 community water leaders together to discuss the Syilx Water Declaration. Further, 27 voice map videos—with 
Elders on the land speaking about important sites—were reviewed and tagged with TEK information.

This project established a process to create and access resources for nsyilxcen language and TEK perspectives 
related to forest and wildlife practices to support opportunities for future land-based learning, collaborations 
and resource management. The work done through the SOP Grant informs other Okanagan Nation Alliance 
working groups’ discussions and decision-making processes with TEK representation. Moreover, the resources 
established through the SOP Grant will be applied to future language and culture programs for community 
members in all ONA bands. The project team intends to expand upon this dataset and to eventually make the 
databases and story maps available to the public; this work is ongoing.

kwakiutl nation and port hardy secondary school | 
g̱u’ala̱s: a place we come from
Presented by: Jillian Walkus

The work conducted through the Kwakiutl SOP Grant was 
done in partnership between the Kwakiutl Nation and 
Port Hardy Secondary School. It involved the Kwakiutl 
Education Department, staff from the school, community 
Elders and students, 60 percent of whom identify as 
Indigenous or Métis.

At the school, students built accessible garden beds and 
filled them with traditional plants. They also built a firepit 
area on the school grounds to use for cooking salmon 
and other food. The project team is in the process of 
obtaining a building permit to construct a protected 
structure near the firepit to allow more activities to take 
place throughout the year. Students also learned how 
to clean a fish in a program called Head to Tail, while 
receiving teachings about the importance of salmon 
and the changes in salmonid populations. Supporting 
these lessons, woodwork students made traditional fish-
cooking sticks out of cedar, which are now used to cook 
fish at school and on field trips on the land.

Beyond the school grounds, the grant funding allowed students to travel to eight sites in the region over the 
course of sixteen daytrips. These trips taught students about the importance of each location by teaching 
Kwakiutl place names and language. The students learned more about the Potlatch system and techniques for 
harvesting and building structures. They built wooden structures on the land, went clamming at the Cluxewe 
Salt Marsh and harvested traditional plants and mushrooms on the territory. On one of the trips, students 
travelled to Grant Bay with a language expert. Being outdoors made it possible to become more connected. 
An example of these connections is when an Elder, who had to stop attending classes due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, was able to continue teaching outdoors on the field trips and when the isolated cohorts were able to 
reconnect in a safe outdoor environment.

School District 85’s motto is “Bring learning to life.” These programs have allowed students at Port Hardy 
Secondary School to deepen their connection to both the school and the land with hands-on experiences. 
By bringing Elders to share stories and traditions, the connection to land is upheld and passed on to the next 
generation. For example, students are able to practice language skills, like place names, and learn about these 
places from Elders. Ensuring knowledge continuity is paramount in creating space for the next generation of 
Kwakiutl people, who will continue to care for the land and for future generations. With support from the SOP 
Grant, the Kwakiutl community is revitalizing systems and connections that have sustained them for generations. 
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seven generations to come |  
n’xukmen and nt’akmen in samahquamicw land 
knowledge and decision-making practices
Presented by: Kicya7 Joyce Schneider

Led by Kicya7 Joyce Schneider, the project was initially built around eight half-day sessions focused on exploring 
the impacts of colonization and connections to the land. Project participants included community members, 
Elders, youth and land practitioners. The first half of the gatherings focused on Colonization 101, an educational 
program with the goal of developing a dialogue on and understanding the effects of colonialism on the 
Samahquamicw way of life. The second half of the project set out to create space for Elders and practitioners to 
share stories on the land. Because of the pandemic, the project shifted gears to accommodate social distancing 
requirements. The result was a combination of in-person gatherings on the land, sharing circles, Zoom activities 
and interviews.

Throughout the gatherings, the following cultural 
protocols were followed and shared: children were 
welcomed to participate; drumming and gifting were 
practiced; and fourteen blanketing ceremonies were 
held. This approach reinforced the idea that engaging 
in culture and ceremony as a community is an act of 
revitalizing Samahquamicw cultural heritage.

Additionally, through this project, the team shared the 
St’át’imc RELAW (REvitalization of Land, Air and Water) 
Project Publication, which is an educational and legal 
tool containing information about Stá̓timc laws for land, 
air and water. By bringing this document forward, the 
team supported relationship-building and revitalizing 
laws to guide decision-making. Moreover, Elders, 
Knowledge Keepers, hunters, matriarchs and community 
members shared and learned about governance systems and thousands-of-years-old treaties on the land. Kicya7 
explained how important it is to host conversations that foster connections to one another, saying, “the way our 
relationships are, are reflected on the land.” Bringing these teachings forward will continue to foster reciprocity 
and help communities heal with the land. 

As Kicya7 said, instructed by Elders, the next steps will be to “build on what has been said!” One tangible 
step in moving this work forward, Kicya7 said, is to analyze the data from these sessions, and to bring people 
together for future learning about culture and place names. Deepening this understanding will continue to 
help community members reconnect with their cultural heritage and responsibilities. Further, the project team 
wants to continue to bring people together on the land. They want to learn the Ucwalmícwts place names 
and the stories together on the land, to rebuild their relationships to each other and to continue the work of 
decolonizing their understandings of the world. As an Elder said during these sessions, “The land remembers us 
and is happy to see us again,” and it is therefore critical to continue to foster that connection.

heiltsuk integrated resource management 
department/central coast archaeology |  
can’t manage what you don’t know 
Presented by: Elroy White

This project was a collaboration between the Heiltsuk Integrated Resource Management Department 
(HIRMD) GIS team, the aquatics team/Coastal Guardians, the Culture and Heritage Manager at the Heiltsuk 
Cultural Education Centre and Central Coast Archaeology. It involved Elders, Knowledge Keepers, youth and 
community members.

The project goal was to record traditional land-use data and cultural sites along the central coast of B.C. in order 
to manage and advocate for the protection of these sites. At the beginning of the project, archaeologists, 
guardians, high school students and community members participated in a five-day GIS training and 
archaeological orientation workshop. They learned about different techniques and technology used by the 
HIRMD teams while identifying and mapping burial and Potlatch sites, Gayaxti, islands, shell middens and 
clam gardens. Mapping software was used to document data, place marks, waypoints, photographs and 
descriptions. Many sites are mapped inaccurately in the area, and part of this work was about confirming their 
actual locations.

Two field trips to various areas in Heiltsuk territory were led by visiting Knowledge Keepers, Elders, naturalists, 
scientists, archaeologists and other specialists. By doing this work according to protocols, the Heiltsuk team 
is rewriting history and reconnecting with the land while protecting cultural sites and educating the next 
generation.

The impact of this project is evident in the title of the work: You Can’t Manage What You Don’t Know. This 
project is fundamentally about using modern tools to protect the land. The work resulted in the identification 
and mapping of important cultural heritage sites, allowing the community to take action to safeguard them 
for current and future generations. By using tools to validate these important cultural heritage sites in Heiltsuk 
territory, in Elroy’s words, “they can now manage what they know.” Further, students had the opportunity to 
connect with their traditional territories and practices, including harvesting and stewardship activities, as well 
as to participate in classroom learning. This grant supported Heiltsuk people to do the workshops, background 
research and preparation necessary to begin to reclaim their ways of being and relating to the land. 

There are significant plans in place to carry this work forward. Elroy explained that there is much more work 
to do in the Heiltsuk territory and all throughout B.C. Many sites in Heiltsuk territory need to be revisited and 
require the collection and recording of more data. He also hopes to work with First Nations across B.C., saying 
that although each region and nation has different practices, knowledge can and should be shared across 
cultures.
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nuyumbalees cultural centre |  
land of the ligʷiłdaxʷ 
Presented by: Brody Naknakim

The project team at the Nuyumbalees Cultural Centre in 
Kwakwaka’wakw territory worked with Elders and Knowledge 
Keepers in the community to share cultural teachings with 
youth and community members. This project was set against 
the backdrop of the history of cultural genocide in Canada, 
including the banning of Potlatches, the arrests of Chiefs, and the 
confiscation of ceremonial items by Indian agents. 

The overarching goal of this project was to show a connection 
to the land through the regeneration and revitalization of cultural 
traditions. Key questions included the following: How do we give 
meaning to language in relation to land and social behaviour? 
How do we problem-solve and treat each other in a modern 
contemporary world? How will this shape our future? 

To demonstrate how the ancestors lived on the land, the project team recorded stories with Elders that express 
how the land and sea are connected to traditional values from within the territory. To protect the safety of 
Elders during the pandemic, the project team adjusted their approach and began combining the Elders’ newly 
recorded stories with previously stored recordings.

Each recording started with protocols for the project team to identify themselves—the Ligʷiłdaxʷ, the Wei Wai 
Kai and Wei Wai Kum—and to express that they will be the ones to look after the territory and to follow in the 
footsteps of their ancestors. The project resulted in the production of several new recordings, which included 
topics such as the origin story Weqaʔyi and the Flood, stories detailing how ways of life were interrupted by 
settlers, others explaining traditional caretaking and harvesting practices, and testimony from Elders and youth 
about the importance of mentorship. The recordings contributed to a video that will continue to be shared 
amongst the community and will be a stepping stone to the creation of more video content moving forward.

The video and recordings explain that stories are laws, teachings, humour and more. They express communities’ 
histories and origins and provide instructions for how to live well together and with the land. As Brody said, in 
their villages and as a Nation, the collective community must do what is right and care for each other and the 
land—“whatever happens to [others] in the village happens to you.” The stories show the importance of listening 
and learning from ancestors and Elders in order to build survival skills and strengthen protocols that bring 
good ways to interactions with other living things and the land. They also contain place names and site-specific 
information, much of which had been lost over time. 

Moving forward, the group hopes to make maps and more videos, and to survey the land to continue to re-
establish this cultural knowledge base. For Nuyumbalees Cultural Centre, there is great value in having stories 
recorded in the language so that community members can continue learning from them as the work continues 
to grow.

squamish lil’wat cultural centre |  
pal7míntwal̓ I ucwalmícwa múta7 ti tmicw  
Presented by: Lois Joseph

This project was led by Lois Joseph with a team from the Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre. They interviewed 
Elders to detail information about culturally significant places across Lil’wat territory in the Lil’wat language. The 
project sought to embody the saying Pal7míntwal i ucwalmícwa múta7 ti tmicw—“the land and people are 
together as one.” The work broadly benefits the Lil’wat community by having built an accessible database and 
an interactive map to store place and language information.

Initially, the project team set out to bring students and Elders together at four sites on the land, and to foster a 
transmission of Lil’wat stories, myths, language and legends. However, to follow COVID-19 health and safety 
protocols, the project team shifted its plan and contacted Elders and Knowledge Keepers by telephone. The 
goal of these phone interviews was to collect information about 20–30 sites on the territory that could then be 
shared through an online mapping program and to create learning/teaching resources for the local community 
school, Xetólacw. In this way, they hoped to create long-lasting tools that could benefit students and community 
members. Interviewees helped the project team locate heritage sites while also contributing to recordings 
of the Lil’wat pronunciation of the site names. To date, 282 place names have been gathered across Lil’wat 
territory, with the intent to gather many more. 

Place names often contain knowledge about sites 
that is not fully captured in English. Because of the 
inherent connection between language and the land, 
Lil’wat words and place names transmit a deeper 
understanding of Lil’wat culture. Each place name 
also tells a story, and together these stories inform 
Lil’wat history and teachings, including principles, 
morals, ethics and codes of the land that promote 
sustainability. The work to reclaim place names helps 
re-establish aspects of Lil’wat culture that were erased 
by colonization. 

As place names become accessible to Lil’wat 
community members, the transmission of stories from 
one generation to the next is continued, which allows 
Lil’wat legal traditions, ICH and caretaking activities to flourish. Lois shared a quote from a participant who said 
that “we’re moving out there, celebrating who we are,” as some community members are moving back onto the 
territory, reconnecting with the land.

The Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre hopes to acquire more funding to continue the place names project and 
to actively include youth in the process going forward. They are working to teach language and place names in 
schools and to continue to capture more names and traditions for the benefit of future generations.
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nanaimo aboriginal centre | 
land and sea cultural project 
Presented by: Daisy Johnson, Sheldon White, Russ Wesley and Quuia (Greg) Charleson

The Nanaimo Aboriginal Centre (NAC) project worked to connect 
vulnerable on-and off-reserve urban Indigenous youth aged 13–29 in 
the Nanaimo area with Elders and cultural experts. The project saw 
collaborations with School District 84, Mid-Island Métis and, as of the 
time of presenting, was also establishing a collaboration with School 
District 68. Youth have been invited to sing and dance at Vancouver 
Island University, the Nanaimo Regional Hospital, housing agencies, 
including the Kwùmut Lelem housing centre, and elementary and 
secondary schools in the area.

This work aimed to reconnect youth with cultural teachings and 
practices. In addition to singing and dancing, the youth went fishing, 
canoeing, crabbing, clam digging, harvesting medicines and berries, 

and making jam, often for the first time. They learned how to make traditional regalia, to harvest and weave 
cedar, and create beadwork. Harvesting activities followed protocols and seasonal practices, and foods and 
medicines were given to the Snuneymuxw hereditary Chiefs to thank them for their permission to work on the 
territory. Several youth made presentations to their peers, for example, about missing and murdered Indigenous 
women, girls, and 2SLGBTQQIA+ people and anti-bullying awareness. Further, a gathering was held with 
around 175 youth, where they shared their respective cultural protocols and danced together.

Through this project, youth learned about respectful protocols and about the importance of sharing the land’s 
gifts with others to foster connection and reciprocity. Protocols such as giving offerings to the land or singing a 
song while harvesting have important lessons. In following protocols, youth re-affirm a reciprocal relationship 
between people and the land and bring that relationship forward to new generations. 

Quuia, from the project team, shared how meaningful this work has been: 

“When the youth get into that outdoor element and they learn these skills and see themselves thriving, they gain 
confidence and life skills. One youth said it was one of the best Friday nights he’s had. He’s used to getting into 
mischief and drinking alcohol. It’s amazing to hear this type of positivity from the youth.”

This project contributed to the revitalization of the cultural heritage of a diverse group of urban Indigenous 
people, even contributing to higher graduation rates at the Tsawalk Learning Centre. For participants, it 
reinforced what it means to be an urban Indigenous person. Moreover, it raised awareness amongst Indigenous 
people and the settler population alike that, as Quuia said, “connection is the correction that points us in the 
right direction.” However, relationship-building is not a process with an end date, and the work must continue 
for it to maintain its impact.

nunwakola cultural society | 
na’nawalakw “the supernatural ones” 
Presented by: Lindsey Willie

This project team was composed of the Nunwakola Cultural Society and involved Dzawada’enuxw community 
members. The project was designed to reconnect Dzawada’enuxw people with their history and culture by 
exploring the land and creating pictographs. Community members of all ages intended to travel to Broughton 
Archipelago to join their three Sister Tribes in painting pictographs and learning the histories of various places. 
However, when COVID-19 arrived, the Dzawada’enuxw could no longer invite their neighbouring Tribes, and 
the destination changed to another important area in their history. 

In preparation, researchers took months to study places using Google Earth, recording data such as place 
names, harvesting sites, shell middens and oral stories. Before leaving, Marianne Nicolson, an artist, researcher, 
and historian, presented information about the importance of the various sites to community members and 
participants, guiding them through sites using Google Earth and sharing the Kwak’wala names of each site.

Travel and camping on the trip were done in family groups, and social distancing ensured participants’ safety as 
they shared stories, sang, and drummed together. Marianne gave additional presentations about the “legends” 
or historical accounts of events of each location. Cultural Coordinator Darryll Dawson added detail to the stories 
and sang and drummed at each site. Along the way, the project team used a drone to help find sites and to 
identify a new site for a pictograph. 

Since the trip, the project team has created a booklet detailing the learnings from the event to record and 
share with other community members. A short video was also created to share learnings from the journey in an 
accessible format to members who couldn’t participate and to commemorate the trip for participants. 

The project allowed community members to spend time together and experience their territory in a way 
that hadn’t been done in many years. As Lindsey said, there was a shared feeling that it had been too long 
since community members had visited these sites, and participants felt that the land itself was happy to see 

them again. It felt like a homecoming, like 
reconnecting with their ancestors. While many 
of the stories shared at each site are private to 
the Nation, their impact allowed community 
members to build a more informed picture of 
their identities and relationships to the territory. 
According to Lindsey, the community deeply 
enjoyed the journey, and they want to do annual 
trips into their territory and back out into the 
Broughton Archipelago to reconnect with the 
other three Tribes. 
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west moberly first nation |  
our land, our home around us
Presented by: Tamara Dokkie

The West Moberly First Nation (WMFN) SOP project was led by the WMFN, with support from their Chief and 
Council. The project team created two distinct colouring books—one for youth, which included animals and 
plants, and one for adults, which included stories and place names that could be used as educational tools. 

The WMFN is made up of both Dane-zaa and Cree people, with just over 100 community members on 
reserve and many others off reserve, and has cultural influence from both Nations. Because of how spread-out 
community members are, the project team saw colouring books as a way to be inclusive, since they could be 
mailed directly to families regardless of their residence. To create the colouring books, the project team worked 
with each of the four WMFN family groups, conducting phone interviews with members of each family to collect 
information and stories. Drawings for the books were completed by WMFN member Sharaya Peterson.

The children’s colouring books presented images of local plant and animal species and included both the Cree 
and Dane-zaa names/words for that image as well as pronunciation examples. Some Dane-zaa pronunciations 
were not captured in the first edition, and work will continue to ensure those are captured moving forward. 
The adult colouring books depict culturally significant places with their names and stories written alongside the 
drawings.

The impact of this project was to 
share stories from the Dane-zaa 
and Cree of the WMFN among 
community members and into the 
future. The stories shared through 
this work are important living 
legacies of ICH in WMFN; they 
provide language education while 
instructing people about how to 
relate to one another, to other living 
beings and to the land. Bringing 
them to light is an important way 
to strengthen and reinforce the 
connection between the stories/
laws, WMFN identity and the land.

As the colouring books move into 
their second printing, Dane-zaa 
words are being updated and the books have been copyrighted. The books have been a huge success, and 
the team plans to continue to publish new series in both Cree and Dane-zaa, with the intent to use them as a 
potential revenue stream or outreach program for their members.

conclusion
Each of the projects funded through the SOP Grant set out to bring forward a different community’s unique ICH 
and the ongoing traditions through which Indigenous peoples make decisions, share stories, learn and relate to 
one another and the land. As the grant recipients showed, revitalizing ICH is not about creating something new, 
it is about working together to clarify what Indigenous peoples already know. The diverse project teams took a 
range of approaches to this work, but they shared the underlying goal of strengthening ways of being that have 
been ongoing since time immemorial.

Rippling through every project is the concept of holism, whereby an influence to one part of a system impacts 
all others. This is best articulated through the concept of nested systems, where the individual/self is at the 
centre of a circle, surrounded by the family, the community and the land. Action taken for self-care strengthens 
relationships in the family, which leads to a stronger community and ultimately to a stronger ability to care 
for and relate to the land. Each project team took different approaches to fostering holistic well-being, but 
the impacts will be felt across all of the systems because, through this work, people were provided with 
opportunities to connect and reconnect with their Indigenous identities. 

In Kwakiutl, Dzawada’enuxw and Penelakut First Nations, and among urban Indigenous communities in 
Nanaimo, communities and youth engaged in land-based practices and protocols that allowed them to 
strengthen their sense of self. By extension, this helped strengthen their ability to relate to and care for their 
families and other members of their communities. In Samaquamicw, Fort Nelson, West Moberly and We Wai 
Kai and Wei Wai Kum First Nations, project teams shared knowledge about the history of colonialism but 
also shared the continued flourishing of Indigenous stories and legal traditions. In Syilx-Okanagan and Lil’wat 
territories, project teams strengthened language and traditional species databases, helping communities 
reconnect with and relate to the land. Finally, in Heiltsuk, Gitxaała and Tk’emlups te Secwépemc First Nations, 
project teams used computer databases to store and manage land-based information and to facilitate 
community members’ access to and protection of territories. 

In understanding each of these projects as a small piece of a larger whole, it becomes clear that they each 
promoted ICH in ways that allowed community members and project teams to be empowered to engage 
with their identities, families and communities. In the same vein, each project fostered deeper connections to 
the land. This work has thus established several strong foundations from which communities can continue to 
revitalize identity, ICH and the land and people around them, and reinforce their visions of a strong Indigenous 
future.
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